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Among the many and varied interesting phenomena of nature, we find the galls.  Are you 

familiar with them? 

Have you ever observed the spherical enlargements on the stem of the goldenrod or the 

marble-like growth on the oak leaf called “oak apples?”  Often they are also found on the poplar 

and willow trees.  After observing them, one is confronted with several questions: What causes 

them?  What do they contain?  How are they constructed? 

These unusual growths may appear on leaves, stem, fruit, bud or root and they are called 

galls—a term derived from the Latin “galla” meaning an excrescence or outgrowth.  In most 

cases you will find it extremely difficult to remove the outer wall which is very hard and tough.  

However, the inside is either soft and spongy or fitted with thin thread-like strands radiating from 

the center.  The entire gall is the result of rapid cell multiplication by the plant to surround tiny 

spider- like mites, small worm-like nematodes, or insect eggs. 

Early naturalists imagined that the insects laid their eggs in the soil and after hatching the 

larvae (worm-like stage of the insect) entered the root and were carried by the sap to the stem, 

leaves and fruit where they made their home.  Careful observations have disproved the former 

theory and have illustrated that the insect pierces the plant tissue and deposits its egg which 

stimulates the surrounding tissue to form a gall or cankerous growth. 

A specific example of a gall is in the case of the common goldenrod.  During the summer 

a small fly visits the succulent stem of this plant and inserts an egg into the green tissue.  After a 

week of incubation the tiny egg hatches and a minute footless larvae appears which drills its way 

into the center of the stem.  Here it feasts on the sap of this herb, which meanwhile is rapidly 

expanding into a spherical gall.  After several weeks the mature larvae awakens from its placid 

passive existence and exerts itself by gnawing a tunnel thru the thickened tissue to the thin outer 

wall of the gall.  After having accomplished this feat it returns to the center of the enlarged 

growth, where the insect’s skin hardens into a brown shell (the pupa stage).  This is soon 

followed by the fourth and last metamorphosis in which it changes into an adult fly.  Slowly it 

crawls thru the tunnel made previously by the larvae.  Finally it arrives at the outer wall and 

releases itself by breaking the thin epidermal skin.  The captive is free!  Thanks to its host, the 

goldenrod, for furnishing home, food and protection.  Now it can begin another life cycle in a 

neighboring goldenrod.  Don’t confuse the round goldenrod gall with the oval or elliptical form 

found on the same host for it contains a white caterpillar, instead of a legless maggot and is the 

forerunner of a diminutive moth.  However, the life cycles are quite similar. 

Have you ever noticed a “pinecone” on a willow tree?  They are not difficult to find.  

Upon external examination it appears to be a typical scaly cone, cut it thru the center, you will 

not find the usual solid axis which exists in the genuine pine cone, but a circular canal which 

harbors a minute white larva.  How did this cone develop?  The egg was laid in the terminal bud 

of a willow twig which prevented it from further elongation.  When the terminal leaves appeared, 

their development was frustrated, and so they remained dwarfed and formed the crude wide 

scales of the cone while the larva was meanwhile enjoying an ample supply of sap.  By carefully 

removing some of the outer scales of this “pinecone gall,” you will find small pink larvae, called 

guest larvae, which have been laid in the egg stage between the scales by another species of fly 

with a similar life history. 



Another interesting example of a gall is found in the poplar tree, especially in the large-

tooth poplar and the aspens.  Where the base of the leaf is attached to the long slender stems, one 

frequently finds a small swelling which contains a tiny yellowish caterpillar.  In the autumn 

when the leaves fall, the caterpillar bores thru the wall and burrows in the soil where it spins a 

small brown cocoon.  With the return of warm spring weather a beautiful copper brown moth 

radiating a greenish iridescence in the bright sunlight emerges from this cocoon.  Some of these 

small galls contain aphids and plant lice. 

Galls are of commercial value.  For many centuries, the galls found on the oak tree have 

been valuable for the tannic acid which is used in tanning leather.  Extractions have also been 

used in the preparation of certain medicines. 
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